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The Four Seasons Hotel Kuwait at Burj Alshaya is part of a new glittering  
two-tower complex that is close to many business and leisure amenities. VISO 
design-engineered and manufactured a large array of custom lighting solutions 
for the hotel, which include fixtures for the restaurants, business lounge, 
meeting rooms, pool area and common areas.
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PROJECT
Four Seasons Kuwait at Burj Alshaya

INTERIOR DESIGN
Yabu Pushelberg

Project Manager
Alshaya Property Development

CUSTOM BRASS CHANDELIER
The large ceiling installation in the lobby lounge 
is constructed from rectangular brass tubes and 
features a hand-made hairline bronze finish. 

DESCRIPTION
The chandelier is lit with 1,241 2W integral LEDs 
powered by remote drivers. VISO conducted 
gravitational studies to ensure proper alignment of 
each branch. There are no visible screws and each 
LED board is covered with a sand-frosted crystal 
cylinder and finished with an anti-static solution.

MEASUREMENTS
Height: 279.5”/7100mm
Weight: 204”/5190mm 
Length: 300”/7620mm
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CUSTOM CEILING INSTALLATION
Two custom ceiling installations can be found in the hotel – one on the 
ground floor and one on the first floor. Each cluster contains 231 brass 
plates which come in five different organic shapes. 

DESCRIPTION
Each plate is made from brass and features a Champagne finish. It 
sits on a gimbal which allows the plate to rotate 360˚ and tilt 20˚. Each 
fixtures is lit by a 4” LED board covered by a prismatic milk acrylic 
diffuser. A similar fixture, the Chestnut, is part of the VISO  
Bronze Collection. 

MEASUREMENTS
Stems: 6.9”/175mm to 23”/585mm 
Plates diameter: 11.8”/300mm, 13.8”/350mm , 15.7”/400mm 
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DOME PENDANTS IN FIRST FLOOR BUSINESS 
LOUNGE
Four dome suspensions are found in the business 
lounge on the first floor of the hotel.

DESCRIPTION
The fixtures are finished with a metallic coat and 
made from a special acoustic resin. Each dome is 
suspended from the ceiling by four aircraft cables 
and lit by an LED strip that runs around the base 
and the top of the fixture.

MEASUREMENTS
Bottom diameter: 86”/2185mm 
Top diameter: 43.3”/1100mm
Height: 31.0”/765mm 
Thickness: 3.9”/100mm
Weight: 195kg
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CEILING FIXTURE CLUSTERS IN MEETING ROOMS
VISO created six custom rectangular clusters for the meeting 
and board rooms at the Four Seasons; three containing seven 
pendants fixtures and three containing ten pendants. 

DESCRIPTION
Made from steel and finished in plated hairline bronze finish, 
each pendant is lit with a full size LED board custom printed 
and produced for this fixture. A similar fixture, Briggs, is part 
of the VISO Bronze Collection.

MEASUREMENTS
Width: 5.9”/150mm to 25.6”/650mm, 
Length: 13.8”/350mm to 33.5”/850mm 
Height: H 3.9”/100mm
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FOURTH FLOOR DINING AREA
A custom steel pendant is found in the private 
dining area on the fourth floor of the Four 
Seasons Hotel.

DESCRIPTION
Made from blackened steel with a hammered 
textured finish, the pendant is lit with a XICATO 
LED and has a white acrylic diffuser inside.

MEASUREMENTS
Height: 18.7”/475mm 
Width: 18.9”/480mm 
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DANDELION SUSPENSION PENDANT
A dandelion pendant is located on the ground floor 
ballroom entrance of the Four Seasons. 

DESCRIPTION
The fixture is made with 1,099 brass tubes in blackened 
steel. 85 of the tubes hold G4 sockets with a 10W 
G4 halogen lamps. They are powered by 3 magnetic 
transformers controlled by remote. The core of the 
fixture is a 19.6”/500mm diameter steel globe with 85 
wire connections inside.

MEASUREMENTS
Diameter: 91.9”/2335mm
Drop: 236.2”/6000mm
Tubes Length: 29.5”/700mm to 35.4”/950mm
Tubes Thickness: 0.1”/4mm to 0.4”/10mm
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RESTAURANTS
For Elements Restaurant, VISO created 
five custom geometric pendants in three 
different shapes from solid brass metal rods 
finished in dark bronze 

Description
The fixtures are mounted on the ceiling via 
custom canopies and black electrical wires 
of varying lengths. Each fixture is lit with 7  
G9 20W halogen bulbs.

MEASUREMENTS
1. D44.1”/1120mm
   H65.2”/1655mm

2. D45.5”/1155mm
    52”/1320mm 

3. D61”/1550mm
    H36.6”/930mm
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POOL AREA
VISO designed-engineered and manufactured custom 
glass pendants in three different sizes for the pool 
area of the hotel. 

DESCRIPTION
The glass pendants feature metal details with a 
hairline bronze finish and they have been specially 
treated to withstand the humidity of the pool area. 
They have leather straps connecting the pendants to 
the rings on the top and bottom and square rods that 
are mounted to the ceiling by a bronze metal canopy. 
Each fixture is lit with 2 XICATO hi-power LEDs.

MEASUREMENTS
1. L40.8”/1035mm
    H11.7”/300mm
    W11.7”/300mm

2. L30.6”/775mm
    H15.7”/400mm
    W15.7”/400mm 

3. L28.6”/726mm
    H11.7”/300mm
    W11.7”/300mm. 
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Headquarters
388 Carlaw Ave. Suite 207

Toronto, ON M4M 2T4

+1 416 461 8476

Portugal  |  Dubai

Inquiries
info@visoinc.com

visoinc.com


